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ABSTRACT
Access to distributed databases containing tuples collected
about mobile physical objects requires information about
the objects’ trajectories. Existing access control models cannot encode this information efficiently. This poses a policy
management problem to administrators in real-world supply
chains where companies want to protect their goods tracking data. In this paper we propose a new access control
model as an extension to attribute-based access control that
allows trajectory-based visibility policies. We prove the security properties of our novel authentication protocol for
distributed systems that can supply the decision algorithm
with the necessary reliable information using only standard
passive RFID tags. As a result companies will be able to
improve confidentiality protection and governance of their
object tracking data and more trustingly engage in data
sharing agreements.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Operating Systems]: Security and Protection—
Access control ; C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed Systems—distributed applications

General Terms
Security, Algorithms

Keywords
Access Control, Distributed Databases, RFID, Supply Chain
Management

1.

INTRODUCTION

Imagine a set of mobile physical objects O1 , . . . , Om each
traversing a (potentially different) subset of players X1 , . . . , Xn .
Each player Xi collects information about each object Oj it
handles, e.g., time, place, type of action, etc., and stores this
information in its local database. Later other players may
ask for access to an object’s data in this database.
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This scenario is common place in modern supply chains [40].
Companies are adopting object-level tracking in their supply
chains, either because of the business benefits, such as some
retailers, or because of regulations, such as the pharmaceutical industry. Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology [16] provides the means to equip and capture each
object with an unique identifier. Data commonly collected
includes time, location and type of handling, e.g., packing,
unpacking, receiving, or shipping.
On the one hand, combining this data from many companies (just predecessor and successor is almost always insufficient) along the supply chain enables or improves many
economically attractive collaborative applications, such as
batch recalls [46], counterfeit detection [43], benchmarking
and analytics [27, 28, 29] or estimated arrival forecasts [12].
We therefore expect an increasing interest by companies to
adopt object-level tracking technology. On the other hand,
too liberal sharing of this information allows espionage on
one’s business operations [32, 39]. We observe this as a major obstacle to wider adoption.
Companies are usually part of many supply chains (even
for the same product) all managed using the same database.
Specifying access control rules for this database can be very
delicate. Consider the following two examples:
It is common place, e.g., in the automotive industry, that
suppliers sell their products to competing companies. Imagine a supplier S1 selling a product p1 to buyers B1 and B2 .
If B1 has access to all scheduled orders for p1 , he can infer
the volume of future business with B2 . This can be very
sensitive, in case S1 has to cancel some orders due to a temporary capacity reduction, e.g., a machine failure. B1 could
then infer whether B2 ’s orders are treated preferentially.
While this decision can be based on local information in
the case of bridging only one supply chain stage, it becomes
difficult in case of a tier-2 supplier. Imagine a supplier S2
selling product p2 to S1 which is then used to produce p1 .
If either B1 or B2 contacts S2 requesting data, S2 cannot
decide which object was shipped to which buyer. If S2 would
grant access to all items, B1 could infer again the volume of
business of B2 .
A naturally emerging access rule is to share data with
partners about shared objects, i.e. objects both partners
have possessed. This implements the important business
concept of visibility, i.e. each partner gains (additional) information about how its (entire) supplies are produced and
how its (entire) products are used, but still provides a separation between different supply chains merging at one company. Furthermore it can be easily adopted reciprocally, i.e.

“I give you access, if you give me access”, providing a fair
allocation of cost, risk and benefits.
We distinguish between down-stream and up-stream visibility. In down-stream visibility a company is allowed to
access data associated with its objects shipped to its supply chain partners (at those partners). Up-stream visibility
is the reverse and a company is allowed to access data associated with objects it has received from its supply chain
partners (again at those partners).
Setting these visibility policies correctly using existing access control models can be excruciatingly difficult, since the
access control matrix can be huge (n × m) and each object can have a different trajectory (Section 2.2). First,
we show how these policies can be implemented using a
novel attribute in the framework of attribute-based access
control (Section 2.3) and how to encode it using XACML
(Section 2.4) Then we show how to implement this attribute
using a novel protocol with standard passive RFID tags
(Section 3). Finally we compare our work to existing access control models (Section 4) and outline future extensions
(Section 5).
Our summarized contributions are
• Definition of visibility policies.
• Analysis of the complexity managing these policies using existing access control models, e.g., role-based access control (RBAC).
• Integration of the policies into the framework of attributebased access control which enables companies to combine them with existing models (including RBAC).
• A novel protocol for implementing the necessary attributes on standard passive RFID tags without relying on secret information.

2.

SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY POLICIES

2.1 Definition
We first formally define the trajectory of an object Oj and
then define upstream and downstream visibility policies.
Let there be n players Xi ∈ X = {X1 , . . . , Xn }.
We model the trajectory L(Oj ) = hLj , Rj i of object Oj as
a totally ordered set consisting of elements in the set Lj ⊆ X
and a binary relation Rj ⊆ Lj × Lj . The players represent
the spatial domain of the trajectory and the players in Lj
are those that have handled (possessed) the object Oj . The
relation Rj models the temporal domain of the trajectory.
Simply speaking, a player Xi is ranked lower than a player
Xi′ in L(Oj ), i.e. hXi , Xi′ i ∈ Rj , if Xi handled the object
Oj earlier than Xi′ . We write σ(Xi , L(Oj )) for a predicate that can be used to compute the rank of player Xi in
L(Oj ) and |σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| for the evaluated rank itself. I.e.
|σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| < |σ(Xi′ , L(Oj ))| iff hXi , Xi′ i ∈ Rj . If player
Xi did not handle the object Oj , then |σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| is undefined and any order relation on the natural numbers, e.g.
both < and >, should always evaluate to false. We say the
least element in L(Oj ) is the source of object Oj and the
top most element is its destination.
We can now capture the notion of being part of multiple
supply chains that we briefly informally introduced in the
introduction. A player Xi is part of multiple supply chains,
if at least two objects that it handled have been handled by

at least one player each – both upstream or downstream –
which did not handle both objects. Formally iff Xi is part
of two supply chains, then there exist two other players Xi′
and Xi′′ and two objects Oj and Oj ′ , such that
Xi ∈ Lj , Xi ∈ Lj ′
/ Lj ′
Xi′ ∈ Lj , Xi′ ∈
/ Lj , Xi′′ ∈ Lj ′
Xi′′ ∈
|σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| <
|σ(Xi , L(Oj ′ ))| <
|σ(Xi′ , L(Oj ))| <
|σ(Xi′′ , L(Oj ′ ))| <

|σ(Xi′ , L(Oj ))| ∧

|σ(Xi′ , L(Oj ′ ))| ∨
|σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| ∧

|σ(Xi , L(Oj ′ ))|

For simplicity we omit modeling a player handling an object more than once (e.g. product returns), although visibility policies are still valid and applicable.
Now a player Xi is requesting information from player Xv
(verifier) about object Oj stored in Xv ’s database. Player
Xv intercepts this request and performs an access control
decision. The intercepting component is called a policy enforcement point (PEP) and the information about the request, e.g. the identity of the requestor Xi and the unique
identifier of the object Oj are forwarded to the policy decision point (PDP). The PDP compares the information to
the policies in its store and returns its evaluation decision
(grant or deny) to the PEP.
Definition 1. An up-stream visibility policy grants (or
denies) access to Xi for Oj based on the predicate evaluation
|σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| < |σ(Xv , L(Oj )|
Definition 2. A down-stream visibility policy grants (or
denies) access to Xi for Oj based on the predicate evaluation
|σ(Xv , L(Oj ))| < |σ(Xi , L(Oj )|

2.2 Management of Visibility Policies
Existing access control models are faced with a serious
scalability problem when protecting object-level data with
visibility policies. There is a huge number of items (m) and
each item requires unique protection corresponding to its
trajectory. Its authorization matrix
player × object × access
is therefore huge and diverse at the same time, since there
exists no natural grouping of objects.
The most successful method to reduce the complexity of
an authorization matrix, role-based access control (RBAC) [38],
does not help in this case, although very often proposed for
this purpose [20, 33, 47]. RBAC divides the authorization
matrix by introducing a level of indirection via the role concept:
player × role

role × object × access

Although RBAC does not help solving the problem, it fortunately does not hurt either, such that we can integrate its
benefits into our model without detrimental effects.
In a supply chain one can assign roles vertically or horizontally. If the roles are assigned vertically as in the left
picture of Figure 1, i.e. each stage (e.g., distributor or manufacturer) has its own role, then there is no distinction between companies at one stage and each company can read

the data for each object, even if it was not handled by him.
This lack of distinction can be particularly sensitive, since
the companies on one stage are often competitors and the
gained information is particularly likely to be abused. If
the roles are assigned horizontally as in the right picture of
Figure 1, i.e. each trajectory through the set of players has
its own role, then access control cannot be assigned before
the good has been shipped to the final stage and each company needs to be informed about every shipping process.
Also there are as many roles as trajectory which is more
than there are players in the system.
It is almost needless to point out that access control models that further extend the authorization matrix provide
no help in managing mobile objects, e.g. Task-Based Authorization Control (TBAC) [45] or Generalized Temporal
Role-Based Access Control (GTRBAC) [25] to name a few.
In order to simplify administration of visibility policies we
can reduce the authorization matrix. Since the concept of
visibility is independent of the players on the trajectory of
an object, we can abstract from players in the authorization
matrix and reduce it to
object × visibility policy
Being even more restrictive we could further group objects, e.g., one can set a visibility policy for all objects of
one product group. This reduces the authorization matrix
to
object -group × visibility policy
While this model is very restrictive, it is definitely also
very simple and the administration effort is easily practically manageable in many real-world supply chains.

2.3 ABAC Integration
Fortunately we can combine this visibility policy authorization matrix with the expressiveness of sophisticated access control models without necessarily sacrificing simplicity
of administration. The unifying model is attribute-based access control (ABAC) [35].
This unification is important, since visibility policies can
efficiently express access control policies necessary in many
supply chains, but they are not sufficient in many cases.
Companies may want to grant access to their object data
to players outside of the supply chain. Examples are auditors or other service providers that provide outsourced services operating on object data. Also companies may want
to restrict access to partners, although they are part of the
supply chain. Examples are competitors or otherwise noncooperating organizations.
We therefore integrate the notion of visibility policies into
the ABAC framework. Our integration is efficient and does
not re-introduce the scalability problems described in Section 2.2.
The ABAC framework integrates the features and expressive
power of many access control models, including the classics
RBAC, discretionary access control (DAC) and mandatory
access control (MAC). We briefly review the policy model
from Yuan and Tong [49] in a simplified form – we leave
out environments and their attributes which are necessary
to also include access control models such as TBAC or GTRBAC.
• There are subjects and resources.
• SAl (1 ≤ l ≤ L) and RAm (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) are the existing
attributes for subjects and resources, respectively;

• ATTR(s) and ATTR(r) are attribute assignment relations for subject s and resource r, respectively:
ATTR(s)
ATTR(r)

⊆ SA1 × SA2 × · · · × SAL
⊆ RA1 × RA2 × · · · × RAM

• A policy rule that decides on whether a subject s can
access a resource r, is a Boolean function of s’s and r’s
attributes:
access (s, r) ← f (ATTR(s), ATTR(r))
Given the attribute assignments of s and r, if the function f evaluates to true, then access to the resource is
granted; otherwise access is denied.
Identity itself and roles become attributes of the subject
and ownership in DAC becomes an attribute of the resource.
Also, in MAC clearance becomes an attribute of the subject
and classification an attribute of the resource.
In our case subjects are the players Xi and the resources
are objects Oj , but for mobile physical objects the situation
is unfortunately slightly more complicated. The predicate
σ(Xi , L(Oj )) in visibility policies depends on both player
(Xi ) and object (Oj ). Therefore if we want to express upstream or downstream visibility as an attribute, we need to
introduce a new type of attribute into the ABAC model.
Our extension of the model is as follows:
• SRAk (1 ≤ k ≤ K) are the existing attributes for pairs
of subjects and resources.
• ATTR(s, r) is the attribute assignment relation for a
pair of subject s and resource r:
ATTR(s, r) ⊆ SRA1 × SRA2 × · · · × SRAK
• We extend the Boolean function for policy evaluation
to s’s, r’s and both s and r’s attributes:
access (s, r) ← f (ATTR(s), ATTR(r), ATTR(s, r))
We instantiate our ABAC model for visibility policies with
the following two attributes: one for downstream and one
for upstream partners.
SRAh = “downstream ”

SRAh+1 = “upstream ”

We can implement the assignment of these attributes as
an evaluation of the predicates. When receiving s = Xi ,
r = Oj , σ(Xv , L(Oj )), and σ(Xi , L(Oj ) in an access request,
player Xv can evaluate the predicates and assign corresponding attributes.
|σ(Xv , L(Oj ))| < |σ(Xi , L(Oj )| =⇒
ATTR(s, r) = {“downstream ”}
|σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| < |σ(Xv , L(Oj )| =⇒
ATTR(s, r) = {“upstream ”}
Our visibility policies can then be formulated as
access (s, r) ← “downstream ” ∈ ATTR(s, r) ∨
“upstream” ∈ ATTR(s, r)

Figure 1: Vertical and horizontal assignment of roles

We can also include or exclude supply chain partners as in
our examples above
access (s, r)

← “auditor ” ∈ ATTR(s) ∨

“downstream ” ∈ ATTR(s, r) ∨

“upstream ” ∈ ATTR(s, r) ∧

“competitor ” ∈
/ ATTR(s)

2.4 XACML Encoding
Given such an abstract model the challenge of access control administration now becomes to be able to efficiently and
flexibly specify the Boolean function f . Yuan and Tong [49]
provide an implementation to express their attributes in
XACML [36]. Following their example we encode our visibility policy example in XACML, but since XACML also
does not support attributes on subjects and resources combined either, we encode them as environment attributes and
check them using a condition. The condition encoding for
predicate evaluation is very intuitive, but we need to extend
it with expressions tying the predicate attributes to the subject and resource attributes in order to preserve the integrity
of the predicate. In the example the evaluation of the values (ranks) of the predicates could be even omitted, since it
always evaluates to true. Listing 1 shows the example in a
simplified form for readability.
We show the details of the request in Section 3.4. The
other policy aspects regarding subjects in our example can
be specified using independent rules in a straightforward
manner. We encode the exclusion of the competitor as a separate rule due to the lack of a “not-equal” matching function,
but an administrator must take care that such translations
do not change the effect.
< Policy R u l e C o m b i n i n g A l g I d = " first - applicable " >
< Rule Effect = " Permit " >
< Target >
< Subject >
< S u b j e c t M a t c h FuncId = " string - equal " >
< AttrValue > auditor < / AttrValue >
< SubAttrDes AttrId = " subject " / >
</ S u b j e c t M a t c h >
</ Subject >
</ Target >
</ Rule >
< Rule Effect = " Deny " >
< Target >

< Subject >
< S u b j e c t M a t c h FuncId = " string - equal " >
< AttrValue > competitor </ AttrValue >
< SubAttrDe s AttrId = " subject " / >
</ S u b j e c t M a t c h >
</ Subject >
< / Target >
</ Rule >
< Rule Effect = " Permit " >
< Condition >
< Apply FuncId = " and " >
< Apply FuncId = " string - equal " >
< SubAttrDe s AttrId = " subject " / >
< EnvAttrDe s AttrId = " req - pred - player " / >
</ Apply >
< Apply FuncId = " string - equal " >
< ResAttrDe s AttrId = " resource " / >
< EnvAttrDe s AttrId = " req - pred - object " / >
</ Apply >
< Apply FuncId = " or " >
< Apply FuncId = " integer - greater - than " >
< EnvAttrDes AttrId = " req - pred - value " / >
< EnvAttrDes AttrId = " own - pred - value " / >
< / Apply >
< Apply FuncId = " integer - less - than " >
< EnvAttrDes AttrId = " req - pred - value " / >
< EnvAttrDes AttrId = " own - pred - value " / >
< / Apply >
</ Apply >
</ Apply >
< / Condition >
</ Rule >
< Rule Effect = " Deny " / >
</ Policy >

Listing 1: Simplified Example XACML Policy
In summary, we can integrate the many access control
models covered by ABAC and our visibility policies. Our
integration promises to be still efficiently manageable for
administrators, since both traditional access control and visibility can be expressed with a few rules in the same standardized language of XACML. In the next section we show
how to implement the predicates in a distributed system.

3. AUTHENTICATION USING RFID
In order to enforce visibility policies the player must be
able to reliably compute the predicate σ(Xi , L(Oj )) of an
object’s trajectory and supply it as attributes in the access
request to the PDP. This is challenging, since the necessary

information about the trajectory is distributed across multiple players and need not be known to the player. Each
player knows by default only his predecessor and successor
from physically moving the object which is even insufficient
to determine its own rank in the trajectory. Therefore the
requestor must supply the predicate, but of course the information is unreliable, since he should not necessarily be
trusted. The player must verify the supplied predicate.
This problem is an extension of the authentication problem in distributed systems. Clearly authentication is a prerequisite for any access control, but as seen before our predicate is an attribute of subject and resource, and as such
common identity verification mechanisms fall short of solving the problem. Nevertheless, similar to the most common
solutions for the authentication problem in distributed problems, we can resort to cryptographic techniques.
We are concerned about physical objects (equipped with
an RFID tag each) and a player needs to prove possession of
this object. Differently from the ownership authentication
factors – “something you have” – our authentication must
succeed even if the player is no longer in possession of the
object – “something you had”. This complicates the problem, since it rules out solutions of simply interactively using
RFID for access control [7, 41].
The notion of (current) possession has been explored before and extended to securely verifying ownership of an RFID
tag [34, 42]. This concept already has many applications for
mobile physical objects in supply chains, but, e.g. for any
form of analytics, authentication and possession are decoupled. Also as pointed out in [13] these protocols still suffer
from security flaws.
The problem of authenticating based on (past) possession
of RFID tags has been first considered in [30]. Yet these
protocols do not allow implementing our predicate, but simply allow a decision whether an item has been in possession.
They therefore do not allow a distinction between upstream
and downstream.
Our authentication relies on a similar mechanism as the
proofs of possession from [18]. A proof of possession is in
our terms a verifiable predicate which can be supplied during the access request. Unfortunately all solutions proposed
in [18] are either not reliable in our attacker model or are
not realizable in our system model. A different design is
therefore needed.

3.1 System Model
We continue our model with multiple players, but restrict
ourselves in this section to one object Oj which is the one
considered in the access request. One player (Xv ) is the
designated verifier of the predicate.
We assume each player is uniquely identifiable and the
availability of a public-key infrastructure to securely distribute public keys for each player.
Besides the basic capabilities for communication, we only
assume the availability of re-writeable permanent storage on
the RFID tag. Passive tags (without own source of power)
with up to 64 KBytes of storage are available [17] and follow
the EPC Gen 2 protocol which is commonly used in supply
chains [1].
Note that we do not consider cryptographic capabilities on
the RFID tag, such as symmetric encryption [15] or publickey cryptography [5, 8, 21]. We emphasize that is a very
strong restriction of the solution space. It implies that the

RFID tag cannot manage secret material, such as cryptographic keys or even passwords. It therefore rules out any
solution transferring common concepts from distributed systems authentication. E.g., signing challenges by the RFID
tag using message authentication codes or public-key signatures which significantly simplify the problem cannot be
implemented in our model. We do this in order to address
the security problems of existing and currently emerging deployments of RFID in supply chains which do not yet have
these cryptographic capabilities.
Before the access request and the problem of authentication, several operations are performed using the RFID tag.
We use a simplified model from [30].
Assume Trent (T ) is a trusted third party that supports
players in obtaining RFID tags. A natural choice is the
RFID manufacturer. Note that Trent does not obtain any
additional information about the supply chain operation than
any RFID manufacturer already does now. Our authentication consists of the following algorithms or protocols.
Initialize: A player Alice requests a (or a set of) RFID
tags from Trent. She can later use those to attach to newly
created objects.
Move: A player Alice moves an object to another player
Bob. She updates the information stored on the attached
RFID tag. We emphasize that this operation does not require network access to Trent or Bob.
Authenticate: The requestor sends a verifiable predicate
σ(Xi , L(Oj )) for access to the verifier. The verifier makes
an access control decision based on this predicate (and its
policies).

3.2 Security Model
We assume secure and authenticated communication over
the network, i.e. between the players and Trent. We assume
insecure communication with the RFID tag attached to the
object.
Our attacker controls the requestor (Xi ) and may control
any other player except the verifier (Xv ) and Trent, i.e. we
consider almost arbitrary collusion. Our attacker is adaptive,
i.e. the set of controlled players may change over time.
Definition 3. An admissible attacker A is a sequence
of subsets Al ⊂ X (l = 1, . . . , λ) of players none of which
contains the verifier (Xv ) or Trent:
Al ∩ {Xv , T } = ∅
Our main security guarantee is the non-forgeability of the
verifiable predicate σ(Xi , L(Oj )). We state the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. No admissible attacker
can forge a verifiable
S
predicate σ(Xi , L(Oj )) for
S Xi ∈ l Al without possession of
object Oj by any Xi′ ∈ l Al .
We defer the proof to Section 3.5 after the description of
the protocols.
Note that it is impossible to prevent forgery for an attacker
in possession of object Oj . He can simply physical move
the object to Xi . Even without physical movement, it is
impossible prevent an attacker from forgery, since he has
access to all information (no trusted hardware) and can e.g.
relay signals from the RFID tag.
An interesting problem not captured by Theorem 1 arises
when considering an adaptive adversary. Assume that at

time t1 Xi has possession of the object Oj and the attacker
A has not compromised Xi , i.e. Xi ∈
/ At1 . Later at time
t2 > t1 A compromises Xi , but now he should not be able
to perform forgery of predicates for object Oj . We call
this property non-transferability, since the attacker wants to
transfer the predicate from Xi to another player Xi′ . This
property is similar to forward secrecy in key agreement protocols [14]. Non-transferability is important, since it also
prevents information leakages in the supply chain by otherwise trustworthy partners.
For the formal definition we synchronize the time between
the attacker and the trajectory. For each rank l = 1, . . . , |Lj |
in the trajectory L(Oj ) there is a corresponding subset Al
of the attacker A. Since we cannot rely on cryptography on
the RFID tag, we need to resort to different security measures. We cannot achieve cryptographic security for nontransferability in our model, because the attacker has access
to all necessary information in the system at time t1 to produce a new system state for time t2 which cannot be disproved easily. Instead we rely on detection and traceability
where more information is available. We refine Theorem 1
as follows.
Theorem 2. Let Σ be the set of valid verifiable predicates
σ(Xi , L(OS
j )). No admissible attacker can prevent detection
of Xi ∈ l Al , σ(Xi , L(Oj )) ∈ Σ after using a verifiable
/ Σ as long as
predicate σ(Xi′ , L(Oj )) ∈
∀σ(Xi , L(Oj )) ∈ Σ.Xi ∈
/ A|σ(Xi ,L(Oj ))|

3.3 Protocols
The protocols implementing the authentication are actually quite simple. We only use public-key signatures. Let
SX () denote the signature with X’s public key. Since we
store the signatures on the RFID tag, it is beneficial to use
very short signatures, e.g. [9].
Our protocols chain the information along the object’s trajectory. Each supplier is vouching for his buyer, similar to
fourth factor authentication [10]. Fourth factor authentication relies on somebody you know in case other authentication factors have failed. Clearly a supplier knows his buyer
and they trust each other at least to the extend to engage in
business. We therefore use this fourth factor to replace the
typical cryptographic authentication factor of knowledge –
“something you know” – which is not available on the RFID
tag.
Initialize: The trusted third party Trent T sends to
player Alice an RFID tag with identifier j which contains
in its storage the signature ST (j, A).
Move: A player Alice (A) wants to move an object to
another player Bob (B). She appends to the storage on
the RFID tag the recipient’s identity (B) and her signature
SA (j, B). Due to storage restrictions on RFID tags we recommend to compress the identity information as much as
possible, e.g. using similar approaches as for abbreviation
of URLs.
Authenticate: Let s1 , . . . , sk be the sequence of signatures stored on the RFID tag attached to object Oj . The
requestor Xi sends as the verifiable predicate σ(Xi , L(Oj ))
this sequence s1 , . . . , sk . The verifier Xv verifies that
1. sk conforms to SXik (j, Xi ).
2. For all l(1 < l < k) sl conforms to SXil (j, Xil+1 ).

3. s1 conforms to ST (j, Xi2 ).
4. For all l(1 ≤ l ≤ k) sl is valid signature from Xil .
If all checks are successful, then it evaluates its policies to
make the access decision.

3.4 Example

Figure 2: Example of an object traversing a supply
chain

We present an example detailing the interactions. Assume
a manufacturer M produces a good G. He first starts the
Initialize protocol by contacting the trusted third party
Trent T and requesting an RFID tag. T chooses a tag with
identifier g, stores on the tag’s memory s1 = ST (g, M ) and
sends the RFID tag to M . M reads hs1 i from the tag, stores
it in its database and attaches the tag to the good G.
Now M intends to ship G to its distributor D. He starts
the Move protocol and appends s2 = SM (g, D) to the tag’s
memory. M can then ship G to D.
When D receives the good G he reads hs1 , s2 i from the tag
and stores it in his database. Later D may ship G to the
retailer R. In this Move protocol he appends s3 = SD (g, R)
to the tag’s memory.
R reads hs1 , s2 , s3 i from the tag of the received good G
and stores it in his database. First consider the situation of
a downstream request when M requests information from R,
e.g., in order to collect sales data or analyze product returns.
Figure 2 shows the interations and exchanged data.
M and R run an Authenticate protocol. M reads hs1 i
from his database and sends it along with g, M to R. R’s
PEP verifies the data in hs1 i as described in Section 3.3. It
extracts M , g and the number of signatures (1) from hs1 i.
Then it looks up its corresponding predicate σ(R, L(G)) =
hs1 , s2 , s3 i in its database and similarly extracts R, g and
the number of signatures (3). Listing 2 shows the resulting
XACML request sent to the PDP with the predicate information encoded as environment attributes and subject (M )
and resource attributes (g).
< Request >
< Subject >
< Attribute AttributeI d = " subject " >
< A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >M </ A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >
< / Attribute >
</ Subject >
< Resource >
< Attribute AttributeI d = " resource " >
< A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >g </ A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >
< / Attribute >
</ Resource >
< Environme n t >
< Attribute AttributeI d = " req - pred - player " >
< A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >M </ A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >

</ Attribute >
< Attribute Attribute Id = " req - pred - object " >
< A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >g < / A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >
</ Attribute >
< Attribute Attribute Id = " req - pred - value " >
< A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >1 < / A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >
</ Attribute >
< Attribute Attribute Id = " own - pred - player " >
< A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >R < / A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >
</ Attribute >
< Attribute Attribute Id = " own - pred - object " >
< A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >g < / A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >
</ Attribute >
< Attribute Attribute Id = " own - pred - value " >
< A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >3 < / A t t r i b u t e V a l u e >
</ Attribute >
</ Environmen t >
</ Request >

Listing 2: Simplified Example XACML Request
An upstream request needs not change the algorithm, although the verifier could rely on the supplied verifiable predicate in order to extract his own predicate information instead of retrieving it from his database. In the next section
we will prove the proposed theorems validating our security
claims.

of the compromised player |σ(Xi′′ , L(Oj )) ∈ Σ| > l. Since
the last player Xik of the trajectory currently in possession
/ Ak , this
of the object is currently not compromised Xik ∈
predicate σ(Xi′′ , L(Oj )) ∈ Σ will be revealed during the
investigation at least as a component of the last player’s
predicate read from the RFID tag. The attacker A used
/ Σ which will also be
the forged predicate σ(Xi′ , L(Oj )) ∈
revealed by its verifier. Therefore the detection procedure
succeeds in revealing a compromised Xi .
If Xi had not been compromised, then according to Theorem 1
/ Σ.
there cannot be a σ(Xi′ , L(Oj )) ∈
The detection security mechanism appeals to the economic
nature of business in supply chains. It intends to deter fraudulent behavior by imposing penalties, such as monetary fines
or loss of business, combined with effective detection. The
incurred risk of detection probability times expected loss
provides an incentive for compliant behaviour. If the risk
outweighs the gains from forgery, a rational player will behave honestly. The legal provisions for conducting business
in supply chains, such as multilateral contracts between the
players, can regulate the liability for these security breaches.

4. RELATED WORK

Another commercial separation access control model is
the seminal Chinese Wall policy [11]. It prevents employees
The proof of Theorem 1 can be reduced to the cryptoat companies dealing with competing clients to exchange
graphic security of public-key signatures.
information. In some sense our object trajectories are the
Proof. Let s1 , . . . , sk be the sequence of signatures for
inverse of their conflicting interest labels, i.e. they prevent
object Oj . Let Σ be the set of valid verifiable predicates
access if they match, we prevent access if they do not. In
σ(Xi , L(Oj )). From the assumption in Theorem 1 and Definition 3,addition, we have to deal with the difficulties of a distributed
it follows that no player with a valid predicate has been comsystem, such as incomplete information about trajectories
promised:
and verification of predicates.
[
The Chinese Wall policy has been applied to a distributed
Al
∀Xi ∄σ(Xi , L(Oj )) ∈ Sigma ∧ Xi ∈
system in [4]. The system considered is a workflow sysl
tem where all players are known and determined in advance.
/ Sigma the
In order to forge a predicate σ(Xi′ , L(Oj )) ∈
Its application to supply chains does not solve the visibility
attacker must generate signature sk , such that it conforms
problem.
but since no valid possessor has
to SXi (j, Xi′ ) and is valid, S
Our application area of RFID security and privacy has
been compromised (∄Xi ∈ l Al ), he cannot do so.
become a popular area of research in recent years. People
are concerned about the impact RFID technology can have
The proof of Theorem 2 is more tricky and we start by
on their lives. A good survey over the current state of the
describing the detection procedure. Assume there is an inart in research on RFID security and privacy is provided
vestigation for object Oj . This investigation can be triggered
in [26], but as [26] states as well, little research is being
by an incident, reasonable suspicion, regular or random auperformed on the security and privacy of RFID in business
dit. All players reveal all verifiable predicates σ(Xi , L(Oj ))
applications.
they read from RFID tags or received during an authenticaMost research has been performed in order to protect the
tion protocol. If there are two predicates σ(Xi , L(Oj )) and
access to the tag identifier and thereby provide privacy for
σ(Xi′ , L(Oj )) from different players (Xi 6= Xi′ ), such that
the consumer. An example relating to access control is the
their ranks match |σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| = |σ(Xi′ , L(Oj ))|, forgery
jammer tag of [37]. Many authentication protocols for RFID
′
′
has been detected. Let s1 , . . . , sk and s1 , . . . , sk be the setags that provide varying degrees of privacy have been proquences of signatures for the predicates σ(Xi , L(Oj )) and
posed in the literature as well. A survey is given in [48].
σ(Xi′ , L(Oj )), respectively. The player Xi of the signature
Note that all these protocols operate in a significantly simsl = SXi (j, Xi′′ ) where l is the highest index where both
pler system model of only RFID tag and reader.
sequences of signatures match
Furthermore our security concern is less the protection
of the consumer than that of the companies in the supply
l = max{l|∀h.1 ≤ h ≤ l ∧ sh = s′h }
chain. In [23] the authors make a proposal for an access conwill be blamed for forgery.
trol model for object information where the access decision
We can now prove Theorem 2 by showing that S
this promaker changes with the possession of the item. While this
cedure always reveals a compromised player Xi ∈ l Al .
model is a very intriguing concept, the problem of efficiently
Proof. If Xi has been compromised, it follows from the
specifying the access control itself has not been considered
assumptions in Theorem 2 that there is a valid predicate
in this paper. Also the motivation for distributed databases
σ(Xi′′ , L(Oj )) ∈ Σ, such that its rank is higher than that
is that the owner remains in control of the access decision.

3.5 Analysis

The work of [19] considers the problem of specifying access
control for parts of the object data. Instead of providing the
entire object data only part of the object data is supposed to
be revealed. This is orthogonal to our access control model
and could be trivially integrated into ABAC as well. An expressive policy language for special case of EPCglobal data
is proposed in the paper. Obviously this does not help with
the problem of specifying different policies for a huge number of objects. Instead we believe that it is necessary to simplify policy specification in order to make handling a huge
number of objects manageable. Our believe is supported by
other research addressing the access control administration
problem, e.g. in [24] the authors state that “a wide variety of
access control models have the expressive power to represent
almost arbitrary policies, few are ever used by others due to
their complexity”.
An interesting and related concept for captured RFID
data are visibility events [31]. In this case the data stored in
the database is only trajectory data and the term visibility
is taken more literally (line of sight). The data revealed to
a principal is only data that is visible to him based on his
related collected data. We extend their model with physical
objects (they track principals) and define the relations between these data attributes. We also address the distributed
data storage in supply chains.
Hippocratic databases [3] are capable of enforcing the access control policies to object-level data [2]. No specific access control model has been proposed.
Some authentication mechanisms from the literature tackle
similar problems. Proofs of possession techniques have been
described in [18]. The paper considers only simple off-theshelf approaches without any security analysis. None of the
proposed approaches would verify in our security model.
Better authentication has been proposed in [30], but it does
not provide sufficient information to evaluate our visibility
policies. The concept of vouching for authentication has
been proposed in [10] for replacing lost credentials.
Secure ownership transfer protocols [34, 42] allow the verification of currently possessing an object equipped with an
RFID tag. Most protocols have been broken in [13]. We
extend the concept of ownership verification to verification
after possession of the item.
In [22] the use of identity-based cryptography for protecting access to ubiquitous (object) data is proposed. They
cannot yet implement our visibility policies efficiently, but
focus on the exploitation of the hierarchical nature of the
data.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We investigate the problem of access control for data collected about mobile physical objects. We showed that a
new approach is required in order to combine the practically
important confidentiality requirements with efficiently manageable administration. Commercial object-level data sharing systems are currently being developed in industry and
the necessary access control policies will soon need to be installed and administered. Our access control model enables
the administrator to easily set visibility policies potentially
reducing the number of policies by several orders of magnitude. To the best of our knowledge there are no competing
proposals for efficiently separating access to object-level data
from different supply chains. We also presented a simple
authentication protocol using RFID tags that reliably sup-

plies the necessary information for making the access decision. We proved these protocols secure using standard cryptographic assumptions and rational behaviour. The RFID
tags do not require any modification to commercially available ones with sufficient re-writeable storage.
We intend to improve our work as follows in the future.

Extensions to the Access Control Model
Using our predicates σ(Xi , L(Oj )) we only specified two
attributes: one for downstream visibility and one for upstream. We limit ourselves in this paper to these two visibility attributes, since they allow for a fair sharing of data revelation risks between players. In a “tit for tat” like manner,
both players can share data for their common good without comprising their relation to other players. This lends
itself to a viral adoption of these visibility policies, but in
situations of imbalanced power players may be inclined to
promote a different adoption strategy. This does not limit
the technical capabilities of our model and clearly one can
use the predicates to compute other forms of visibility, e.g.
ǫ-visibility where the requestor should not be separated by
more than ǫ stages in the trajectory:
−ǫ ≤ |σ(Xi , L(Oj ))| − |σ(Xv , L(Oj ))| ≤ ǫ
Also, in a central database one may want to compare the
requestor’s predicate with one different from the verifier’s
one.

Modifications to the System Model
As just mentioned one may consider a central database combining the information from all players. Our visibility policies from Section 2 are still applicable in unmodified form,
but the authentication protocol Section 3 would be unnecessary, since all information is stored in the central database.
Another common form of processing object-level data is in
streams [44] which are transported between players using
publish-subscribe networks [6]. Our visibility policies again
remain necessary and useful unaltered, but there is no request for access any longer, such that our authentication
protocol becomes obsolete. A different form of authentication and access control enforcement is required.

Improvements to the Authentication Protocol
Even without modifications to the system model several improvements to the authentication protocol seem advisable.
First, the still existing need for a trusted third party albeit
limited compared to [30] is questionable. While our trusted
third party is not involved in moving objects and therefore
remains oblivious to the supply chain operation, it remains
an open problem to design an object-based authentication
protocol without a trusted third party. Given the lack of a
regular authentication protocol without trusted third party
as a template, we are not aware of a promising idea for solving it. Adopting cryptographic primitives on the RFID tag
seems to be the only solution.
Second, our authentication protocol may reveal the entire
trajectory to a player. This is significantly more information
than necessary to authenticate or make the access decision.
Although our protocols already improve over proposals for
standards [1] by revealing this information only to partners
on the same supply chain and not any player in the system, approaches using modern cryptography [29, 46] show

that significantly better confidentiality protection is feasible. A more privacy-preserving protocol that only reveals
the necessary information, such as the rank, seems like a
welcomed improvement. The protocols in [30] are superior
in this respect, such that a combination is likely to improve
the situation.
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